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Lumen® Block Storage
Network-based storage with the flexibility to meet storage,
data, and budget requirements.

Block storage offers fixed-size, raw storage capacity
for businesses in need of organized data efficiency.
With a minimum of 2,500 and maximum 20,000
IOPS on a network designed for less than 5ms of
latency, you can independently drive and control
storage within external or attached servers. This
provides a low-cost option with high availability and
fault tolerance at enterprise levels. Lumen delivers
protection for each server, giving your team access
control and efficient backup and disaster recovery
options that suit your size and industry.

Enhance flexibility
With support from Lumen, you’ll have the flexibility to choose what storage types work
best for your data and automated Disaster Recovery/Business Continuity (DR/BC) when
needed. With Lumen, there’s no predetermined scheme or egress fees.

Support storage for high I/O
Get high-end options for demanding application components that require large amounts
of space within your database, helping to ensure that your customers are satisfied with
your performance speeds.

Dynamically adjust disk size
Block storage empowers your team to determine storage attributes dependent on your
needs. Low latency of less than 5ms leads to efficient IT operations.

Common Use Cases
•

Diversifying disaster recovery with Simple Backup or Safe Haven for file corruption protection

•

Monitoring storage with snapshots, templates and archives through the Lumen Control Center®

•

Maximizing performance of storage servers with storage options supporting up to 20,000 IOPS

Why Lumen?
Lumen enterprise-level technology is paving the
way for the 4th Industrial Revolution. With an
extensive network spanning 450K route miles
of fiber and 2.2K public and private data center
across the globe—Lumen delivers industry best
practices and modern innovation to businesses
wherever they work. For more information,
visit http://lumen.com/en-us/hybrid-it-cloud/
network-storage.
Contact an expert for pricing and more at
1-855-397-0251.
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